For: Dave Maki
Against: Rick Sherman

MOTION CARRIED

C. Chair Hernandez reported that the application for “Slow Speed in all Duck Key Canals” has already been sent to FWC Tallahassee by Rich Jones, Marine Resources for Monroe County. We are hoping to hear soon that it has been approved.

NEW BUSINESS

A. Privatization of cul-de-sacs

At Bill Grayden’s request, the privatization of the cul-de-sacs was discussed. Bill was concerned with the aesthetics of the privatized cul-de-sac. He also expressed concern with debris on the cul-de-sac after a hurricane. Jay Miller and Chair Hernandez did not feel it was a security issue. Bill’s main concern was that someone needs to go over the BOCC Agenda so we do not miss issues of importance to Duck Key in the future. Chair Hernandez said she was planning to take care of this. Comments were made by Chris Waddill, DKPOA Secretary, Manny Pascal, resident, and Ron Oestreicher, DKPOA treasurer, indicating that everything had been done legally, and we needed to concentrate on future issues discussed by BOCC that affected Duck Key.

B. Guard house:

Chair Hernandez read a statement from County Attorney Christine Limbert stating that a guard house or gate is not allowed in public roads. If we were to privatize the roads, we would be responsible for all the costs of repairs and maintenance of roads and bridges.

C. Description of duties for Duck Key Security - Rick Sherman offered corrections and suggestions and will email them to the Chair.

D. New Assistant:

Chair Hernandez said she had found someone to replace Susie Ward who could help us with our cameras, radar signs, BOCC agendas, and many other technical issues.

MOTION: To hire Brandon Cooper as Project Manager at $25.00 per hour, for an average of 10 hours per week, to monitor and supervise the cameras, the radar signs, and to assist with other DKSAB related business.

First by Sylvia Hernandez; seconded by Rick Sherman.
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